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O PRIORITY IN OLD GROWTH STANDS
0? THE DOUGLAS FIR HEGION

INTRODUCTION

During the last two decades many large public and
private forests have been placed under sustained yield
management. Some of these forests contain large quantitIes
of old growth timber which will have to be carried for
various periods of time depending on the age and amount of
immature timber in the particular units. The old growth

stands vary widely in age, they occupy all sites, and
represent diverse conditions of decadence. In general,
forest managers plan to cut the old growth stands before
the young mature stands but, since there is such wide
variability in the old growth stands, a further refinement
in the order of cutting is needed within this class itse
For instance, it is better practice to cut a highly deca
dent stand occupying a good site before cutting a less
decadent stand on a poor site

One of the main Items embodied in a management
plan for a working circle is a schedule of specific areas
from which timber is to be cut durl.ng a given period of
time. However, to date, no one in the uglaa-fir region
has developed a generally applicable method for evaluating
cutting priority in old growth stands that could be used
for drawing up such a schedule of cutting areas.
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Cutting priority is a complex subject that is in-
fluenced by accessibility, log prices, volume and condition
of the standing timber, present and future demand, and
other factors all of which play their part in the formation
of policies adopted by forest owners, it Is almost ixipos-
sible to evaluate all these factors for each of the hun-
dreds of cutting areas in a large working circle. The

writer has, therefore, limited himself to consideration o
the basic factors which affect it: productivity of the
ground, and quantity and pathological condition of the
standing timber.

A cutting priority schedule based on the productiv
ity of the ground and voluuo and pathological condition of
the standing timber would permit maximum wood volume re-

covery from a working circle. Strict adherence to auch a
cutting priority schedule cannot be expected in the face of
engineering and economic necessities. It is hoped, how-
ever, that the results obtained from a survey of this kind
may be used a a guide to prudent utilization of the old
growth timber.

PURPOSES OF STUDY

The Sechelt cutting priority tudy was undertaken

to provide additional information for the preparation of
a management plan. The field work was carried out during

the summer of l9O under the direction of b. M. Carey of



or the B. C. Forest Service. The riter worked as

cruiser on the field party and was later authorized to

compile and analyze the data for use in preparation of a

thesis.

The objectives of this thesi8 are:

To outline the field work and investigation

incidental to the development of a method for

clas8ifying old growth stands as to cutting

priority.

To explain the principles on which cutting
priority is based.
To outline the procedure followed in gathering,
compiling, and analyzing the data to produce a

map designating the priorities of uttthg for
specific stands.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Examination of available lIterature shows that

very little work has been done on the subject of cutting

priority in old growth stands of the Douglas..fir region.

No study devoted exclusively to this topic has been yet

published, hence, the literature cited bare is made up of

fragments from sources dealing with pathology, plant auc-

cession, management plans, and cutting practices.

Pathological investigations to date were designed

to help the timber cruiser In estimating the net volumes



of standing tImber. Thus, the stress was placed on cor
relating external indicators with volumes of decay in
standing trees, and on determining the species and habi
of the various decay organisms. To obtain this information
it was necessary to fell and buck a large number of tree
a very costly and laborious process.

Meinecke (11 pp. t-55) was one of the first to
write about the effect of pathology on management of old
growth standa. He outlined the problems and indicated

what courses should be followed in tbØ construction of
management plans far National Foreste, He observed that

considerable lozse we' taking place in old growth fore
and pointed out that loss was not balanced by growth as was
generally believed. He recommended the use of "total loss"
to denote the sum of all losses due to "death tarough sup
pression, fire, snow break, lightning, windfall, insects,
disease of vital parts of tree arid decay", The results of
a limited pathological Investigation were also presented
but no definite conclusions were reached beyond the fact
that decays exhibited wide variation In occurrence and
intensity.

In 1930 following up previous investigations, Boyce
(1, pp. 56-58) describes the common decays that are found
in the conifers of the Pacific Northwest. He estimated the
maximum increase in decay, based on gross board foot volume

of the stand, to be 23.1 percent during the period of 300
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to 350 years of age, or an annual decay rate of Q.146 per-
cent. However, be found the rate of decay for the average
stand between the ages of Loo to I5O years to be only 0.29
percent. In the breakdown of decadent Douglas-fir stands
the 108808 are much higher than indicated by the decay
figures because relatively sound trees are often lost by
wind, insects, and other destructive agencies.

According to Boyce (2, pp. 56-58) Fomes pini caused

80.8 percent of the decay and as much as 50 percent of the
gross volume loss tn old growth Douglas-fir stands. How-

ever, he found that on Site II at age of 110 years the de-
cay volume was only i.L. percent of the gross volume of the
8tafld. Decay 108808 were not found to be appreciable until
the age of 150 years, indicating that young growth stands
will not suffer much from Fomes pini if rotations are k3pt
below 150 years. Decay balanced growth at 300 years, after
which time decay exceeded growth.

In compiling the timber resources of the Douglas-
fir region, Kirkland (9, p. 16) reviewed the l921-2L in-

vestigations of Boyce and added to the decay losses an
estimated loss due to other destructive agencies, bringing
the average minimum expected annual loss In old growth

stands to 333 board toot per acre.
A report on the decays in western hemloek and

Pacific silver fir ias made by Buckland (6, p. 329) in
19L.E. The study was based on a detailed examination of
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1682 trees of western hemlock and Pacific silver fir in the
Juan do Fuca forest region of British Columbia. Re found

that organisms causing root and. butt rots were the same In
both species and that 59 percent of the infections entered
through wounds.

Two years later, 1950, Foster (7, pp. l90-li.91) is-
sued a report on decays in western hemlock in the Queen
Charlotte Islands of British Columbia. Detailed analysis
of 2316 western hemlock trees showed that the total loss
in old growth stands amounted to 2.5 percent of the gross
volume. Twenty-seven decay producing fungi were isolated,

the most important being Fom pinicola (Sw.) Cke., am

pini (Thore) Lloyd, Fornes annosus (Fr,) Cke., and Poly-
porus suiphureus Bull-ex Fr.,

In the foregoing studies, relationships such a. age
versus percentage of decay are necessarily based on trees
surviving to date, Those relationships are useful in es-.
timating the net volumes but are of little value in fore-
casting the rate at which whole stands will deteriorate.
It is difficult to find old growth stands identical In
every respect except age for the purpose of determining the
rate of deterioration. Observations of single stands over
a long period of time, as is done in young growth stands,
would provide some of the answers to the problem of pro-
gressive deterioration but it Is felt that most of the old
growth will be cut by the time such answers can be



obtained.

The cutting priority rating developed in the pon-

derosa pine region is not directly applicable to the

Douglas-fir region but some of the methods and principles

may be useful If they are applied to even-aged stands In-

stead of individual trees. For this reason, a growth and

mortality study made by Briegleb (3, pp. 32-33) In virgin

pondarosa pine is mentioned. He kept records of growth

and mortality on a large tract of ponderosa pine for nine

years during which time the average annual loss on the

tract was 0.93 percent. This annual loss varied from 0.07

percent to 2.55 percent, with the highe8t losses oceuring
in the older low-vigour trees as classified by the Keen

system. From these data, a table of expected annual mor-

tality percentages by Keen tree classes was drawn up and

used in conjunction with tree growth and net tree value
for computing priority of cutting according to the ma

turity selectIon system.

The question of what happens to a pure Douglas-fir

stand if it is left undisturbed is answered In part by
Hanzllk (, pp. 91-93) and Munger (12, pp. 1451-459).

Hanzlik states that in the Olympic mountains western hem-

lock begins to come In as an understory when the Douglas-.

fir is approximately 100 years old. During the succeeding

200 to 250 years, western hemlock, reaching diameters of

three feet and heights of 200 feet, becomes a part of the



overstory. Western hemlock begins to deteriorate at an
age of 2O years and its place is filled by Pacific
silver fir which forms a climax forest. Munger concluded

that the tolerant species such as western hemlock, Pacific
silver fir, and western red cedar gradually succeed the
Douglas-fir. Munger shows that Douglas-fir constitutes
70 percent of the total stems in small young growth wher

as In old growth this figure is reduced to 21 percent.
This review is concluded with a quotation from

"Applied forest management in the Douglas-fir region", by
Briegleb (3, p. 2):

"The first step (in preparing a management plan)
is an inventory and silvicultural analysis of stand
conditions to determine the treatment or treatments
that are needed to Improve or to restore productivity
area by area. This includes deciding which areas are
most needy of cutting to restore productivity and
drawing up a cutting priority schedule by cuttingunits of logical size. Obvious provisions are made,of course, to cut the oldest age classes first and,within any age class, to cut first the stands in
which retrogression appears to be moat rapid andneed for regeneration most preaaing.r

LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION OF STUDY AREA

The basic data used in this thesis were gathered on
vacant Crown lands of the Sechelt public rking circle,
British Columbia (Fig, 1). The data represent an extensive
sample of conditions on lL.3,OOO acres of old growth1 timber

1Stands in which the

older than lO years.
ority of the volume is in trees
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to 2000 acres, the larger tracts usually occupying complete
drainages or plateaus. The main tree species round in the
Sechelt public working circle were Douglas-fir, western
hemlock, western rod cedar, Pacific silver fir, and Alaska
yellow-cedar, in that order.

METHOD OF STUDY

Planning and Preparing for Survey

The kind arid amount of information required for de-

termining cutting priority In the old growth stands were
not definitely known at the outset of the study. There-

fore, in additIon to the existing forest Inventory informa-
tion on the study area, it was decided to gather enough
data to provide a near-complete description of the patho-
logical condition of the old growth stands This additional
sampling was called a "pathological cruise

To avoid duplication of previous work, the l9t8 in-
ventory survey of the Sechelt forest was examined and the
pathological cruise was coordinated with it.. The inventory

survey contributed the following data for old growth stands:
Not cubic volume per acre In trees seven and
eleven inches and over at breast height, by
species.

Forest type as determined by net volume pre-
dominance of the component species, using 20
percent of total net volume as the minimum for
inc lus ion.



(b) Forest type as determined by net volume predomi-

nance of the component species, using 20 percent
of total net volume as the minimum for inclusion.
Average maximum beiht of the crop species, in
30-foot classes, used to express site quality
in old growth stands.

Cd) Number of trees per acre, seven and eleven
inches and over at breast heicht, by species.
3tand condition, classified as thrifty, mature,
or decadent.

The stands to be examined were delineated on the
forest cover maps2 by subtracting the areas alienated,
burned, or destroyed following the 19148 inventory suxe
The pertinent inventory stand data were summarized by strip
cruise tallies (usually 1 chain x 20 chains) and placed on
the forest cover maps as an aid to air photograph exainina-
tio. In addition to the stand data, general information
such as condition of roads and trails, names of local oper-
ators, accomodation facilities, locatton of boat anchor
ages, arid other useful items were noted on the same map for
reference on the proposed survey.

Air photographs covering the whole Sechelt public
working circle were obtained for field and office use.

2Scale: 1 inch 140 chains.



These aIr photographs had been used In the inventory survey
and still had the flight lines, forest type lines, and
other valuable infortnation marked on them.

The air photographs covering the areas to be
exartined were studied under a stereoscope and strips along
which sample plots would be taken were located. These

strips were usually begun at some identifiable point on
the air photograph and oriented to give a representative
cross section of the stand. The strips were then trans
ferred from the air photographs to a forest cover map2 by

radial intersection. This forest cover map was called s.n

office work map because it was used for all the plotting
and planning of the field work and later for preliminary
cutting priority mapping
Field Work

ata g

The amount and type of

gathered were somewhat limited b;

uvey in one field season with a crew of seven men, none
of whom were pathologists. The following is an explanatory
list of the main items that were assessed In the

(a) Stem tally - On each sample plot, all
seven inches and over were tallied by two-.
diameter classes, species, and tree condition.
The tree condition classif



be included,

(b) Stand condition The pathological condition o
ndividual species and of the whole stand wa

roots will be in
cracks, splits,

developed by Foster

s follow8:

Residual (:

These are living trees showing rio external evi-
dence of decay. T?eoont windthrows of this

class will be included, Trees with branch
infections of mistletoe will be included,

Suspect (S

These are living trees showing any defect
ing decay significance.
nature of old scars, corika
trunk infections of mistletoe
old breaks, woodpecker holes.

Dead

will be dead as evidenced by the
of green foliage.

tion used was Carey's modification of Brand-

strom's coding for condition o

2-ti.) which is reproduced here in

stimated on each sample plot. The olassifica-



Stand Condition

Rating DefinitIon

Thrifty, approaching maturity,
having goo4 merchantable vol-
ume, but growing vigorously.

Healthy hut losing by natural
mortality and decay a volume
equal to the annual increment
of surviving trees. This is
the stage at which cutting in
managed forests would produce
the greatest volume yield.
Deteriorating (cutting advie-
able to avoid volume loss).
Further holding of the stand
uncut justified only if con-
tinued holding will increase
the gross value of the pro-
duct by Improvement in lumber
grade or inflation in log
prices.
Deteriorating rapIdly. Stand
approaching a non-commercial
condition. Cutting is urgent
to salvage present values.
Non co2mnercial cover. irn-
ing may be required followed
by planting.
Reproduction (0 to 50 years
old) under merchantable stand
of scattered veterans, select-
ive or patch logging Indicated.
Thrifty understory (over 50
years old) with a merchantable
stand of scattered veterans.
Selective logging of veterans
combIned with thinning of
understory is Indicated.

7
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Cc) Site class - The average maximum height, in 30-
foot classes, was determined by measuring the
heights of dominant and codominant trees of the
crop species on each sample plot.

(a) Current annual increment - Diameter increment

at breast height during the last decade was
measured to the nearest 0.05 inches for each
sample tree.

Ce) Age - A 16-inch increment borer was used to de-
termine age. Extrapolation was neoesary in
cases of heart rot or diameters greater than 32
inches.

Dianieters - The diameters of all sample trees
were measured at breast height with a darneter
tape, to the nearest 0.1 inches. All other
diameters on the sample plot wore measured with
a Biltmore stick to the nearest 2 inches.
Form - The form of the crop tree boles was

assessed as excellent, good, fair, and poor.

Uriderstory - The number of trees of less than
seven inches In diameter was estimated on two

uceeesivo 0.05-acre circular plots on each
major sam1e plot.

(1) Percent shade - The percentage of the ground
that would be shaded at high noon was estImated
on each sample plot.
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Topography - The land formation at the sa
plot was described as regular hill
flat, rolling plateau, and so on.

(k) Percent rock - The percentage of rock outcrop
on the sample plot was estimated to the nearest
five percent.
Percent slope - The average slope of the sampl
plot was determined to the nearest five per-
cent

rcent debris - The percentage of the saple
plot covered by debris was estimated to the
'earest five percent.
Aspect - The aspect of each sample piol
recorded In L$ degree intervals as N, NE,

5, SW, W, NW.

Remarks - The presence and extent of burns, de-

cay indicators, insect Infestations, blow-
downs, and obstacles to logging such as rock,
cliffs, end swamps were noted at each sampl
plot.

The forms on which the foregoing data were recorded

are presented In Appendices I, II, and III.
Samplin, Method

The method and intensity of sampling were influenced
by the supplementary nature of the data to be gathered, ex-

perience of personnel, and time. In view of the above, it
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was decided to take 0,5-acre sample plots (1 chaIn x 5
chains) at five or ten chain intervals along the predeter-.
mined strip. The sample plot spacing was normally ten
chains but, where site and stand condition changed radi-
cally or where strIps were short, the spacing was reduced
to five chains.

Crulsinp procedure

The pathological cruising procedure was similar to
ordinary volume cruising except that tallying of tree5 was

not continuous along the strip and more emphasis was placed
on the condition of the trees. The crew consisted of two
en: a cruiser and a compassnan. Briefly, their duties
ere as follows:

(a) Duties of compasaman.

To steer a predetermined course with a
box compass.

To drag a 2.5-chain steel tape and record
the distance.
To map topographic form lines arid other

features that would be of assistance in
plotting the actual course travelled.
To measure the heights of sample trees

with chain and clinometer as directed by
the cruiser.
To sample the understory by tallying all



trees of less than seven inches in dia
ter on two successive O.O-acre circular
plots on each major sample plot.

(6) To help the cruiser with his rk and to
learn how to cruise.

(b) Duties of cruiser.
On each sample plot, to tally all trees
of seven inches and over in diameter by
two-Inch classes, species, arid tree con-
ditIon, usth the tally sheet shown in
Appendix I.

To estimate the stand condition rating by
species and the whole stand.
To select sample trees representative of
the crop stand and record theIr location,
species, d.b.b., age, and growth In last
decade.

To map the location of the sample plot on
the pathological sheet (Appendix II) and
record the required information,

(S) To observe and record any other factors
that might Influence the menagernent of

the stand.
To plot accurately the position of the
sample plots on the office work map upon

the completion of a strip.



Off ice Work

Compilation of data

i) Volume - Standard volume tables of the B. C.

Forest Service giving net volume in cubic feet
were used in determining tree volumes. The

volume per acre in trees over seven inches
diameter by species and tree condition were
found for each sample plot.

(b) Site - The sample trees measured on each sample

plot were used to determine the respective
average maximum height classes.

Forest type - Net volumes of the crop species
were used to determine the forest type. As in
the inventory survey, a species had to consti-
tute at least 20 percent of the net volume to
be considered as part of a forest type.

Cd) Stand condition - The estimated stand condition
rating for the stand as a whole was transferred
from the pathological sheets to the tally
sheets for easier reference.

Ce) Summary - The above information ((a) to (d)
inclusive) was summarized on a basic data
ummary sheet as shown below:

19



S r p Sample pores Net Voume Av. Max. Stand Con'
No. Plot No. Type M. c, ft./c. 1t. Ft. tiori flating
30 1 FH 3.0 E 0

2 FCH 6.0 110
S S -

was made for future use in calcuiatth
cutting priority. The analysis of data which follows was
made directly front the field notes.

Analysis of data

Much time and effort were spent in training cruisers
to determine the pathological condition of the various
stands by the definitions given on pages 13 and iLi. For

dependable results, in future surveys of this kind, a more
reliable measure than the ocular estimate of stand condi-
tion would be required.

It was suspected that the number of dead and aus-
pect trees in a stand indicated its pathological condition.
Therefore, a preltminary analysis using 30 plot samples was
made to determine the existence of correlation between the
estimated stand condition ratings and the percentage of
suspect and dead stems in various stands. Three possibili-
ties were investigated:

(a) Relation between stand condition rating and
percent of suspect and dead sterns seven inches
in diameter and over, where:

20



percent of No. of suspectNo. of dead
suspect and = stems (7") stems ç7") 100
dead stems Total no. of ateis (7')

(b) Relation between stand condition rating and

percent of dead stems of average diameter and

over, where:
No. of dead stems

percent of (ay. d,b.h.+) x 100
dead stems = Total no. of stems (7")

Relation between stand condition ratings and

percent of dead stems of average diameter and

over, where:

percent
of dead = o, of dead stoma ay. d.b.h
stems To a no. o stems ay. *...

No trends toward correlation were shown in either

or (b); however, in (c) the average percent of dead

ma increased markedly with increase in the stand condi-

tion rating. The results of this preliminary investIgation

are not available, but those of a comprehensive statistical

analysis of 279 samples are summarized in Table 1. The de-

tails of this analysis are presented in Appendix IV.

Table 1. Results of Statistical Analysis of 279 Samp

21

00

Stand Condition Rating
1 2

Number of samples 27 36 lot

Average percent of dead stems
of average diameter and over 14.2 E.14 114.9 19.9

Standard error (6) 6.27 7.73 9.37 10.96

Standard error of the mean ÔN 1,20 1.2
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Only the first four stand condition ratings were
used in the analysis because they represent homogeneous,

even-aed stands whose pathological condition could feasi-
bly be reflected by the percent of dead stems. The last
four stand condition ratings represent definite classes of
uneven-aged stands that, unlike the first four, present no
difficulty in identification.

nificance and value of results

From Table 1 it is evident that the average percent
of dead stems of aver&e diameter and over increases with
increasing stand condition rating, but, the high standard
errors cast doubt upon the significance of the differences
between the averages. To determine whether the differ-
ences between the averages of percent of dead stems are
due to differences between the stand condition ratings or

whether they are mainly the result of chance, the averages

were subjected to a statistical test for significance.
The results of this test are presented in Appendix IV and
show that the differences between the averages of the per-
cent of dead stems are significant at odds of more than
O..C2. The results of this test indicate that there Is a

strong correlation between the percent of dead stems and
the stand condition ratings.

With the aid of the results of this analysis the
first four stand condition ratings can be determined



simply by counting the number of live and dead

average diameter and over and finding the percent of dead
stems. This tally can be made without regard to actual
diameters of trees or size of sample area. The last four
stand condition ratings are special cases tnat are readily
distinguished by their definitions, Thus, the pathological
condition of old growth stands can be rated by relatIvely
inexperienced men, with a minimum chance of gross error.

CUTTING PRIORITY RATING3

Total Volume Loss Theory

After gathering and enalyzing the stand data, It
became necessary to develop a method for using these data
for a classIfication of old growth stands as to cutting
priorIty. It was concluded that for maximum wood volume

recovery from a working circle, the cutting priority, or
the order of cutting, of the old growth stands depends on:

Net volume of timber presently in the stand.
The rate at Which the timber in the stand is

'The procedure for determining cutting priority outlined
in this section includes many improvements that were made
after the completion of this phase of the study in the
Sechelt working circle, Therefore, all maps and tables,
except where stated to the contrary, are for purposes of
illustration only.
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growing or deteriorating.

The potential productivity

pied by the present stand.

The total volume loss in a stand Is the sum

present actual losses due to deterioration and the ne

growth which could be realized If a thrifty stand were'

cupying the sa'e ground. The present actual loss consis

of the net volwre loss due to decay &nd morta].ity by w

insects, and other destructive agents. The potential loss
consists of the mean annual increment which could be accru-
ing if the ground were occupied by a thrifty stand. Ex-

pressed as a formula:
Total volume loss 1ean annual increment

(in cu. ft. per ac. per yr.) (at rotation age
(Annual rate of deterioration x Present net volume)

(in Cu. ft. per ac.)
Ideally, the stand losing the greatest volume should

be cut first.
Potential Incre'ient 1os

Ground occupied by a decadent stand serves only as
a storage yard for a diminishing stock. The mean annual

increment which could be produced if the ground wore occu

pied by a thrifty stand is in effect a loss. Areas which

are occupied by stands whose stand condition ratings are
2, 3, Li., , or 6 are not producing at their potential



Deterioration in standing timber

As was demonstrated In the fleview of Literature,
rates of decay and mortality are difficult to determine.
It was decided that for an extensive survey of this kind,
an estimate based on previous studies and observations
should suffice. Therefore, one rate of deterioration, one

2

capacity, hence, their potential increments are lost.
The potentIal Increment loss was taken as the normal

mean annual at 100 years for each of the five average maxi-
mum height classes. Average maximum height classes were

used Instead of t:c site Index classes to conforii with tb
B. C. Forest Service site classIfIcation of old growth
stands. Table 2 gives the mean annual Increments for the
five average maximum height classes which wore recornended

by the late J. L. Alexander of the B. C. Forest Service,
Research Division. The U. 5. site indices corresponding
to the Indicated yields were taken from YIold of Douglas-
fir in the Pacific Northwest (10, p. 15).

Table 2. Mean annual Increments at 100 years
according to average maxin.im height
of trees in old growth stands.

Average Maximum
Height, Ft.

M.A.I. at 100 years
Cu. ft. er ac.

dorresponding
J. S. Site Indez

CO C5
110 C3 105

109 125
170 13C
200 161 165
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percent of net volume per year, was assumed for any stand
given a stand condition rating of 3, Li., 6 or 7. This over-
all assumption was necessary because there was no basis on
which to make estimates for the stand condition ratings
separately.

Deterioration, the sum total. of all losses in a
decadent stand, appears to vary irregularly with age,
forest type, site class, and location, besides being sub-
ject to unpredictable destructIve agents. It Is highly
unlikely that complete evaluation of deterioration rates
will ever be undertaken in view of their conplexity and
the swing of research to young growth problems.

Calculation of total volume loss

this cutting priority study was confined to
old growth stands, only volume losses were considered.
Thrifty stands gaining in net volume wore said to have
zero (0) volume lose because no net deterioration
taking place and the ground was being utilized.

The calculation of total volume loss is best shown
by an example:

Average maximum height of stand 140'
Stand condition rating L.

Present net volume e000 cu. ft. per ac.
Toan annual Increment (from Table 3) 109 cu. ft. per ac.
Rate of deterioration 1% of net vol. per yr1



imiriary Mapping

The map used in the field office for plotting of

cruise strips was later used for preliminary cutting

priority mapping. The general site types indicated on the

27

Total volume loss = LA.I. (Present volume x Rate or
deterioration)

109 + ( 6000 .01 )

189 Cu. ft. yer acre per yr.

In calculating volume losses it should be noted that

the total volume loss components for the eight stand con-

dition ratings are as follows:

Stand condition
Rating Total Volume Loss Coiponents

1

2 Potential moan annual increment

3 Potential mean annual increment plus

of net volume

Potential mean annual increment plus

l of net volune

Potential mean annual increment

1% of net volume of veterans

7 1 of net volume of veterans

8 Potential mean annual increment.

The total volume lose for all 350 sample plots was

calculated as above and entered in the last column of the

basic data summary sheet illustrated on page 20.
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Threat cover maps were further subdivided on the basis of
stand condition as illustrated in Figure 2. A subdivision
having approximately untform averae maximum height and

stand condition rating was given the name cutting pri-
ority unit" that was abbreviated to C. P. unit". Stereo-

scopic examination of air photographs was used to determine
the locatIon of the C. P. unit boundaries, The boundaries
of all the c. p. units were outlined on the map in colored
pencil and numbered by compartment and position in the
compartment. For example, the number 20-3 indic9ted that
the particular C. p. unit was in compartment 20 and was

the third area down from the northern boundary of compart-
ment 20.

The total volume loss, area, and volume per acre
respectively, for each C. P. unit were determined as
follows:

Total volume loss - Found by averaging the t
volume losses on all the sample plots within
each C. p. unit, This determination was facili-
tated by noting the total volume losses on the
indIvidual sample plots opposite their plotted
positions on the preliminary map.
Area - Measured by planimeter.

Volume per acre - Found by calculating a
weighted average based on all the volume samples

within a C. p. unit, including the volume data



2. Pr3li-inary Cutttnp Priority ap (Illustration).
Th3 3c3tch illustrat'3s the division of Sit3 types into C.P.
units on the basis of stand condition. The total VolU!fl9 loss
rr ch .k.uni is r1etrrnined by avera5ing th total volu:r13ls lriicat' oppo5it3 th intlui'd sampl' plots. Th9

.k.uniit no., total v31wn5 loss, area, an1 volurn rr' arr
r3rYctiv9ly ir circl1 for ch C.r.unit.



C. P. TJnit Tota

2 Q..7

2o-e

Vol. Loss
No. Cu. ft. per Ac, Area Vol. per Ac. Total Vol.r Yr. Acres

of the inventory survey. All volumes uf trees
seven inches and over were in net cubic feet,
derived from the B. C. Forest Service net cubic
volume tables.

The above information, in the same quence, was en-
tered on the preliminary cutting priority map under th

appropriate C. P. unit numbers and circled for easy refer-
ence. The circled data were then sunwrized as illustrated
below and the total volume on each C. P. unit was computed

and entered in the last column.

too

300

ig Priority Class Limits

A list of its arranged in order of total vol-
ume loss would have resulted in an unwieldy cutting ached-
ule. To simplify this schedule, broad total volume loss
classes were established. It was thought desirable to have
equal volumes in each of the classes so that each class
would represent the cut on the working circle during a

5

30

Cu. ft.

2,000

3,600



specific number of years.
The preliminary working plan for the Sechelt public

working circle called for an annual cut of 18 million cu-
bic feet for the ensuing Ii.0 years, at the end of which
time all the old growth timber would have been cut. For

the sake of aiuplicity, the total volume of old growth
on this working circle wqs divided into four cuttIng pri-
ority classes which correa)onded roughly to the four dec-
ades during which the old growth timber was to be cut,

The procedure used th finding the total volume loss
limits for the four cutting priority classes is Illustrated
by Figure 3, which was shortened by use of dashes for
omitted entries. The volumes on all the C. P. unIts in the
working circle were arranged in order of decreasing total
volume loss. The cumulative totals of the C. P. unit vol-
umea were determined and entered in the last column of
Figure 3. The cumulative totals that amounted to approxi-
mately i/t., 1/2, and 3,1. of the grand total volume loss
for the tour cutting priority classes.

The limits of total volume loss established for the
Sechelt public working circle are as follows:

Cutting Priority Total Volume Loss

Class Cu. ft. per ac. per yr.
170 +]40 - 169

110 - 139
C - 109



Total Volume Loss Total Volume on CumulativeCu. ft. per Ac. C. P. Unit Total Volumeper yr. . Cu. ft. i. Cu. ft.

166
1ó5

a_a - __
L,3oo 30,C00 1/2--

-a

000

__ -
2,000
6,000

12,000
500

a- a
1,000

-- -
20,000
2,500

9,000

160 000

190,000
196,000

I)'

Cutting
t.C2,0C0 Priority
!.02,50O Class 3

590,000
592,500

710,000

Cutting
Priority
Class 14.

3. I1lustraton of Method for Establishing Cutting
Priority Classes in the Sechelt Public Working Circle.The dashes represent entries too numerous for in-
clusion. The total volumes f all the C. P. units
were arranged in descending order of total volume
loss. The total volume loss limits of the four cut-
ting priority classes were defined by the cumulative
total volumes that were equal to 1/14., 1/2, and 3
of the grand total volume on the working circle.

--a Cutting
200 10,000 90,000 Priority
1 9 5,000 95,000 Class 2.

Grand total 720,000

130
125a--
110

3
75

0



Final .iapping

The drawing of the cutting priority map, illustrated
by Figure Li., was the final step in the cuttIng priority
study. The C. P. unit boundaries were traced from the pre-
liminary map (Fig. 2) and the individual C. P. units were
identified by their numbers enclosed by small rectangles.
The cutting priority class of each C. P. unit, as deter-
mined by the total volume loss limits of the foregoing sec-
tion, was placed in brackets immediately behind the C. P.
unit number as an aid In coloring. All other information
was recorded in a stand data table by C. P. units arranged
in numerical order. The stand data for any C. P. unit
could then be found simply by looking up Its number in this
table. Finally the map was colored to give an overall cut-
ting priority picture in the whole working circle.

The completed cutting priority map, embodying all the

Cutting Priority
Class

Total Volume Loss

cu. ft. per ac. per
1 l7O

2 1t.0-l69
3 110-139

0-109

The limits of to v olum loss established for the
Secholt public workIng circle are as follows:
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information pertaining to cutting priority and additional
data considered valuable in general plannng, was the end
result of the study.

COST OF STUDY

The total cost of the project amounted to 7,55O, or
S.27 cents per acre of old growth timber examined. This

cost was broken down as follows:

Field expenses

Food, transportation and equipment... 2,200

- Salaries of field staff..........,.. )4,1SO

OffIce .Lxpefl8e8

Salaries of office ataff.....,....,,. 1,200

Total $7,S0
Much time and effort wore spent In gathering and

handling information that did not contribute materially to
the and result. Therefore, the cost per acre of any future
cutting priority surveys etnploylng the method outlined in
this thesis would be considerably lower.

DISCUSSION

The total volume loss, which was used as the basis
for classifying old growth stsnds as to cutting priority,
can be calculated when the site quality, stand condition
rating, rate of deterioration, and net volume of existing

35
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stand have to be determined by standard forestry methods.
As a result of the statistical analysis of the pathological
cruise data, the first four stand condition ratings can be
estimated from a count of live and dead trees of average
diameter and over without regard to actual diameters or
area of sample. The last four stand condition ratin.s can
be estimated from their definitions. The rate of deteri-
oration in the decadent stands (stand condition ratings 3,

14., 6 arid 7) had to be assumed because to date, pathological
research baa not provided the information.

The cutting priority achedulo arrived at in this
thesis is based on total volume loss only, without constd-
ering species composition, quality, or accessibility of
the v.rioua stands. A cutting prIority schedule based on
value loss instead of volur!le loss would be preferable.
flowever, the volu1ne losses found in this study cannot be
used for such a refinement because evaluation of &rowth

and loss for indIvidual stands is not sufficiently accu-
rate. The work that would be required to produce a cut-
ting priority schedule based on value of the timber being
lost in old growth stands would be justified only if the
resulting schedule could be followed exactly. Changing

prices, taxes, demand for different forest products, and
engineering limitations necessItate much flexibility in a
development plan, hence, broad cutting priority classes
similar to those set for the Secholt public working circle



should suffice,
A cutting priority schedule based on total volume

loss gives top pi'torit;
high net volume of decad
ing in net volume regard
priority. This simplifi
because a stand of high

increment could be losing more volume than a stand of low
site quality and low net volume of decadent timber.
indicates that if the total volume loss method of ostab-
liahing cutting priority wore extended the whole growing

stock, many second growth stands of high site qualIty would
end up with a h11.er cutting priority than the low site old
growth stands, Thus, the adherence to a cutting priority

ult in the
concentration of cutting on areas of high site quality and
in leaving the areas of low site quality uncut, for water
shed protection, fire breaks, seed blocks, and other pur
poses.

;o stands of high
Stands

schedule based on total volume lose would

be based on the produc

Working circles in the Dougias..fir region cont
large quantities of old growth timber of various ages and
pathological conditions. To recover the maxImum wood vol..

urns from these working circles, the order of cutting should

were given the lowest
is mathematically incorrect

e quality and low current annual

ty of the ground and the volume



and pathological condition of the old growth stands.
The objectives of this thesis were to outline the

field and office work, explain the theory, and develop a
procedure for classifying old growth stands as to cuttin
priority.

An extensive review of literature revealed that no
study devoted exclusively to this topic has yet been made.
Pathological research to date supplied some information
regarding the amount and kind of decay in stands but little
regarding the rate of decay and mortality in old growth
stands.

A cutting priority study was carried out in 1950
in the course of preparing a management plan for the
Sochelt working circle. The pathological cruise, a supple-
merit to the inventory survey, supplied all the data used
in developing a method for classifying old growth stands
as to cutting'; priority. One hundred end forty-three thou-

sand acres were examined by means of 350 0.5-acre sample

plots taken at 10-chain intervals along strips located with
aid of air photographs. Pathological condition of stand,
stem tally by tree condition, and site quality were deter-
mined on all sample plots.

Pathological condition of stands was rated by care
modification of "Brandatrom's coding for condition 0:
stand". A statistical analysis based on 279 samples showed
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that the first four of the eight stand condition ratings
were correlated with the percent of dead stems of average
diameter and over. This correlation facilitated the rating
of stand condition by inexperienced men.

Cutting priority was based on total volume loge which
was shown to be the sum of the loss due to decay and mor-
tality in present stand, estimated at one percent of net
volume per year, and the potential increment loss due to
ground idleness, taken as the normal mean annual increment
at 100 years.

The old growth stands on the whole working circle

were divided into cutting priority unite which were de-
fined as areas of uniform site quality and tand condi-
tion. An ideal order of cutting resulted when these cut-
ting priority units were arranged in descending order of
their total volume losses. This order of cutting was sim-
plified by establIshing broad cutting priority classes de-
fined by total volume 10s8 limits. The areas within each
cutting priority class contained equal volumes of timber
which represented the cut on the working; circle for a

specific number' of years. In the Seohelt working circle,
each of the four cutting priority classes contained
180,000,000 cubic feet, equivalent to 10 years of cuttIng.

The cutting priority unite were outlined on a map

and colored according to their cutting priorIty class. All
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pertinent stand data were summarized in a table and indexed
by cutting priority unit numbers. The resulting cutting
priority map, embodying all the information derived from
the study was the end result.

The cutting schedule determined in this study i
based on an estimated total volume loss regardless of
species, composition, quality, or eccessihility of old
growth stands. The conversion of the total volume losses
to total value losses would be desirable but the volume
losses determined in this study are not sufficiently ac-
curate for such a refinement. Exteitsion of the total
volume loss princtple of determining cutting priority
the whole growing stock of a working circle would result
in the concentration of cutting areas of high site
quality, leaving areas of low site quality uncut for water-
shed protection, fire breaks, and other purposes.
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Statistical analysis of percent of dead stems of avera:e
diameter and over by stand condition ratings on 279 sample
plots of 0.5-acres each.

Percent of no. of dead sterna (ay. d.b.h.) x 100
Where: dead stems - total no. of stems tav. d...h.)

25.0 0

10.7

APPENDIX IV

trip Stand Condition :: Strip Stand Condition
No. Rating :: No. Rating

1 2 3 Lv:: 1 2 14.

8I.

16 17.7
36.0
17.)4

13 .3

16.7
9.1

20.
10.

16.7

20 1.7
16 7

8.7

22
22 2

23.8 22.5
9 1

23.0
0.0

32.

15 23.5
12.5
1)4.3

0..
23.8

*0

7 7.7

::
9 10.5 ::

0.0 ::
1)4.3 :(

5119 2.9 ::
10, S.S.

.5
$

11 17.8 27.8 35.3 .5I.
0.0 52.5 5.S.

29.1 S.$ S.

11.1 0-*

S.
0.0 7.7 .5
9.5 26.0

27.2 25.0

17

18

19
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0
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SIGNIFICANCE OF Tffl DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
THE T:.IEANS OF PERCENT OF DEAD STEMS

gnificant at odds of 0.02
Significant at odda of 0.01 and better

otnpar rig S an. Y3eween
Error orCondition Ratie th Moans

3. and 2

2 and 3

3 and 1

L.2

6.5
5.0

1.76

1.57

2.

3.6




